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Abstract

We present ACADEMIC READER, a system which can
read academic literatures and answer the relevant ques-
tions for researchers. ACADEMIC READER leverages
machine reading comprehension technique, which has
been successfully applied in many fields but has not
been involved in academic literature reading. An inter-
active platform is established to demonstrate the func-
tions of ACADEMIC READER. Pieces of academic lit-
erature and relevant questions are input to our system,
which then outputs answers. The system can also gather
users’ revised answers and perform active learning to
continuously improve its performance. A case study is
provided presenting the performance of our system on
all papers accepted in KDD 2018, which demonstrates
how our system facilitates massive academic literature
reading.

Introduction
Recent years have witnessed an astounding growth in the
number of published academic papers, which requires re-
searchers to make much effort on surveys and investigations.
In another word, researchers have to look through papers to
find out their concerned questions, e.g., What is the aim of
this paper?, What method does the authors propose?, What
is the advantage of the proposed model compared to pre-
vious works? etc. Machine reading comprehension (MRC)
system (Hirschman et al. 1999) can assist researchers in
browsing through academic literatures, extracting valuable
information, filtering and sorting works according to their
specific needs and interests.

Teaching machines to accomplish reading comprehension
tasks has made remarkable progress these years, focusing on
corpus including news (Hermann et al. 2015), Wikipedia ar-
ticles (Rajpurkar et al. 2016; Rajpurkar, Jia, and Liang 2018)
and web documents (Nguyen et al. 2016). A variety of MRC
models have been investigated to solve such tasks, includ-
ing QANet (Yu et al. 2018), RNet (Wang et al. 2017), DCN
(Xiong, Zhong, and Socher 2016). Similarly, MRC could
also be applied into the domain of academic literatures, serv-
ing as an alternative to human efforts in reading and summa-
rizing massive papers and making significant convenience
for the researchers.
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Figure 1: The overview of ACADEMIC READER

However, currently there are no such systems concerning
reading comprehension tasks on academic literatures. In this
paper, we build ACADEMIC READER, an interactive ques-
tion answering system which automatically extracts essen-
tial information from academic literatures to answer given
questions. An online platform1 is established to demonstrate
the results of our system. Researchers can upload academic
literatures, such as paper abstracts, along with several ques-
tions, and review the predicted answers provided by our sys-
tem.

System Overview
ACADEMIC READER aims to build an interactive question
answering system on academic literatures. As is shown in
Fig 1, users provide pieces of academic literature as con-
texts, as well as any number of questions concerning the
contexts, and then ACADEMIC READER will run our model
and immediately generate answers to these questions. Users
can revise the answers which fail to satisfy them, thus further
optimizing our system through active learning.

User Input Interface
Since our system is mainly trained on academic abstracts
in the field of computer science, it will be best for users to
input texts of this kind. There are three ways for input. 1)
Users can enter a single academic abstract followed by sev-
eral questions about the abstract, as is shown in Fig 2a. 2)
Users can enter an arXiv ID followed by several questions.
Our system will generate the abstract by itself and provide
answers. 3) ACADEMIC READER also provides batch pro-
cessing option for users who need to process a large number
of papers. To do this, users should upload a text file in re-
quired format, which includes all the abstracts and for each
abstract, a set of questions. Our system will return a result
page providing answers, as is shown in Fig 2b.

1http://bit.ly/AcademicReader
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The use of connectionist approaches in conversational agents has been progressing rapidly due 
to the availability of large corpora. However current generative dialogue models often lack 
coherence and are content poor. This work proposes an architecture to incorporate unstructured 
knowledge sources to enhance the next utterance prediction in chit-chat type of generative 
dialogue models. We focus on Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) conversational agents 
trained with the Reddit News dataset, and consider incorporating external knowledge from 
Wikipedia summaries as well as from the NELL knowledge base. Our experiments show faster 
training time and improved perplexity when leveraging external knowledge.
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Semantic Analysis of (Reflectional) Visual Symmetry: A Human-Centred Computational Model for
Declarative Explainability

@Jakob

Abstract: We present a computational model for the semantic interpretation of symmetry in naturalistic
scenes. Key features include a human-centred representation, and a declarative, explainable
interpretation model supporting deep semantic question-answering founded on an integration of
methods in knowledge representation and deep learning based computer vision. In the backdrop of the
visual arts, we showcase the framework capability to generate human-centred, queryable, relational
structures, also evaluating the framework with an empirical study on the human perception of visual
symmetry. Our framework represents and is driven by the application of foundational, integrated Vision
and Knowledge Representation and Reasoning methods for applications in the arts, and the
psychological and social sciences. 
 
Question: What model does the authors propose? 
Answer: present a computational model for the semantic interpretation of symmetry in naturalistic
scenes 
 
Question: What is the proposed model based on? 
Answer: naturalistic scenes 
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Extending Neural Generative Conversational Model using External Knowledge Sources 
@Prasanna

Abstract: The use of connectionist approaches in conversational agents has been progressing rapidly
due to the availability of large corpora. However current generative dialogue models often lack
coherence and are content poor. This work proposes an architecture to incorporate unstructured
knowledge sources to enhance the next utterance prediction in chit-chat type of generative dialogue
models. We focus on Sequence-to-Sequence (Seq2Seq) conversational agents trained with the Reddit
News dataset, and consider incorporating external knowledge from Wikipedia summaries as well as
from the NELL knowledge base. Our experiments show faster training time and improved perplexity
when leveraging external knowledge. 
 
Question: What is the backgroud of this paper? 
Answer: The use of connectionist approaches in conversational agents has been progressing rapidly
due to the availability of large corpora 
 
Question: What does this paper propose? 
Answer: This work proposes an architecture to incorporate unstructured knowledge sources to
enhance the next utterance prediction in chit - chat type of generative dialogue models 
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Figure 2: System demonstration for single abstract input and
batch abstract input.

Reading Comprehension Model
The context (abstract) and queries (questions) will then be
input to our system, which runs a reading comprehension
model, as is shown in Fig 1. In our setting, answers are
spans (i.e., sequences of words) in the abstract. To generate
a span as the answer for each query, we locate an evidence
sentence at first and then pinpoint consecutive words in the
evidence to synthesis the final answer. To encode the con-
text and query, our model applies biDAF (Seo et al. 2016)
to acquire a query aware context representation, which is
shared by the following sentence ranking and sequence tag-
ging modules. Next, we build a multi-layer perceptron to
conduct a match score corresponding to each sentence in the
context. The sentence with the highest score will be taken as
the evidence. Finally, to extract the specific span of words,
we pass the evidence’s query aware context representation
into a biLSTM-CRF model to tag the answer sequence.

Demonstration and Revision
If a single abstract is input to our system, answers provided
by our model will be shown directly after each question in
the user input website, as is shown in Fig 2a. If our sys-
tem is dealing with multiple papers, the result page contains
listed abstracts as well as question-answer pairs according
to each abstract, which is shown in Fig 2b. Users can revise
the answers that are not good enough or answers that do not
make sense. Our system will collect revised answers and ac-
tive learning will be applied for further improvement of our
model.

Case Study
ACADEMIC READER is especially useful when dealing with
a large amount of papers, e.g., to read and comprehend
all the newest papers in arXiv, or all papers accepted in
one conference. We present a demonstration of ACADEMIC
READER on all papers accepted in KDD 20182. A part of
the demonstration is shown in Fig 3. Two essential questions
are asked for each abstract: “What problem does this paper
study?” and “What method/model/framework/etc. does this
paper propose?”. The content of each paper is summarized
into two brief sentences concerning topic and method, i.e.,
the answers provided by ACADEMIC READER for the two

2http://bit.ly/AcademicReaderKDD
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   Paper Name    Author

Network Connectivity Optimization: Fundamental Limits And Effective Algorithms

This paper studies Network connectivity optimization. First, the authors reveal some fundamental limits by proving that, for a wide range of network connectivity optimization problems, (1) they
are NP-hard and (2) (1-1/e) is the optimal approximation ratio for any polynomial algorithms. Second, they propose an effective, scalable and general algorithm (CONTAIN) to carefully balance
the optimization quality and the computational efficiency.

Chen Chen ; Ruiyue Peng ; Lei Ying ;
Hanghang Tong ;

Opinion Dynamics With Varying Susceptibility To Persuasion

This paper studies social psychology. The authors adopt a popular model for social opinion dynamics, and formalize the opinion maximization and minimization problems where interventions
happen at the level of susceptibility.

Rediet Abebe ; Jon Kleinberg ; David
Parkes ; Charalampos Tsourkakis ;

Node Similarity With Q-Grams For Real-World Labeled Networks

This paper studies node similarity in labeled networks, using the label sequences found in paths of bounded length q leading to the nodes.

Roberto Grossi ; Alessio Conte ; Gaspare
Ferraro ; Andrea Marino ; Kunihiko

Sadakane ; Takeaki Uno ;

NetLSD: Hearing The Shape Of A Graph

This paper studies graph comparison. The authors propose the Network Laplacian Spectral Descriptor (NetLSD).

Anton Tsitsulin ; Davide Mottin ;
Panagiotis Karras ; Alexander Bronstein ;

Emmanuel Muller;

LARC: Learning Activity-Regularized Overlapping Communities Across Time

This paper studies communities. The authors propose LARC, a general framework for joint learning of the overlapping community structure and the periods of activity of communities, directly
from temporal interaction data.

Alexander Gorovits ; Ekta Gujral ;
Evangelos Papalexakis ; Petko Bogdanov

;

FASTEN: Fast Sylvester Equation Solver For Graph Mining

This paper studies The Sylvester equation. The authors propose a family of Krylov subspace based algorithms (fasten) to speed up and scale up the computation of Sylvester equation for
graph mining.

Boxin Du ; Hanghang Tong ;

Figure 3: A case study of our system’s performance on pa-
pers accepted in KDD 2018.

questions. This demonstration enables researchers to browse
through all papers accepted in KDD, get the most impor-
tant information in each paper, and filter papers according to
their own research interests.

Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a question answering system called ACADEMIC
READER, which massively provides answers to questions
concerning the specific academic literature. It assists re-
searchers in browsing through, filtering and sorting papers
on their demands. As future work, we plan to expand our
paper reading task from the domain of computer science to
other domains like mathematics, physics, etc. Moreover, we
will optimize our model by integrating the external knowl-
edge in certain fields with context entities.
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